Tympanic membrane perforations in cats: configurations of losses with and without ear canal extensions.
In cat, a small tympanic membrane (TM) perforation produces a low-frequency loss--in terms of sound pressure changes (deltaSP) in front of the TM re a 10-micronV round window cochlear microphonic (RW CM)--that varies inversely with frequency at a rate of 12dB/octave with a surgically shortened external auditory meatus (EAM). Losses were determined at the outer opening (deltaSP00) and at the TM (deltaSPTM) of four artificial EAM's of various lengths, volumes, and leakiness. In the low-frequency region, a leaky EAM produced a flat loss. In the midfrequency region, the flatness of losses was attributable to (1) the length of the EAM and (2) the location at which the loss was determined. EAM volume was not related to the configuration of the loss. Losses, under all conditions, were always identical in shape and magnitude for the open and closed systems. Clinically, hearing losses due to TM perforations are essentially frequency independent, especially in the low frequencies. The relation between voltage changes (deltaV) across the transducer and losses with different EAM's suggests that the discrepency between audiometric results and CM losses--at least in the high and midfrequencies--may be due to the use of precalibrated SPL's in clinical audiometry.